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Functions of Demonstratives in Sama Bangingi' 

Expository Discourse 
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1. Introduction 

Sama Bangingi'l provides its speakers with a range of demonstratives, which have a 
variety of functions. Gault (1986) describes some of the functions that demonmatives 
perform in narrative discourse. This paper will examine the €unctions that demonshtives 
perform in expository discourse. 

Expository discourse refers to those texts in which the speaker attempts to explain or 
to prove a thesis to his audience. Ln Sama Bangingi' expository texts, functions of 
demonshatives can be grouped into two general categories: situational functions and 
discourse functions. A demonstrative has a situational function when it locates an entity in 
space or time. It has a discourse function when it points to a part of the discourse, backs 
participants or locations, 'particularizes' hypothetical participants, or selects local 
information. 

2. Brief overview of Sama Bangingi' clause structure 

Sama Bangingi' is a verb-initial language, but basic transitive clauses exhibit variation 
in word order. The conditions governing the selection of any particular word order are still 
under investigation. 

Sama B a n g w '  is a member of the Sama-Bajaw subgroup of western Austronesian EPaUesen, 
1985: 2-3). Speakers of Sama Bangingi' are found throughout the northern SuIu archipelago and the 
Zarntmanga peninsula in the southwestern Philippinw; specficaIly, in the Samales group of islands 
east of Jolo, in the coastal areas and islands of Basilan Province, in Zam boanga Ci I y, and in coastal 
areas of Zamboanga del Sur. One estimate puts their number at 25,000. 

Research in Sama Bangingi' was carried out by J o h n  Gault and Eunice Diment between 1974 
and 1990, and by Gault, Pamela Bhkely, and the author between 1992 and 1997, all under the 
auspices of he Summer [nstitute of Linguistics. About 55 texts of various genre have been collected. 
A dictionary of over 4,000 words has a h  been compiled, mainly by Gadt and Diment. 

@ 2001 Linguistic Society of the Philippines and Summer Institute of Linguistics 



Functions of Demonstratives 

2.1. Case marking 

Case marking in Sama Bangingi' follows an ergative pattern. In ( I )  and (2) which 
contain common nouns, S of an intransitive clause and P of a transitive clause have no case 
marker, while A of the transitive clause is obligatorily marked by e1.2 

(I )  Pe' dakanak ni ~ o w a n g . ~  
go child DM river 

'The child will go to the river.' 

(2) Pinutuk e' d a k d  lubid itu. 
ni- = 
TR=mt ERG child rope this 

'The child will cut this rope.' 

Personal names are preceded by the marker si, whether they are required NPs or 
obliques. They have the same ergative case marking pattern as common nouns; i.e., S and P 
have no case marker, while A is preceded by e', as in (3314). 

(3) Pel si Ah ni sowang. 
go PM Ali DM river 

'Ali will go to the river.' 

(4) Pinokpok e' si  Ali si AMul. 
ni-=pokpok 
TR=strike ERG PM Ali PM Abdul 

'Ali will strike AMul.' 

- - . . - - - - - - - . . . - - . . - . . 
' In this paper, S is he required argument of a single argument clause li.e., an active intransitive, a 

sra tive, or a passive clause); A is the more agenrive required argument of a mansi tive clause; and P i s  
the less agentive requird argument of a bmitive clause. 
The following orthography is used here for the Sama Bangingr' data. The consonants are: b [bl, 
d Idl[rl, g [gl, h Ihl, j [m, k [kl, I illI+ly m [ml, n In], ng [ql, P [PI, r [rl, s Is], t ltl, w [wl, Y ljl, 
' [?I. The vowels are: a IaI[nl, e [ e l [ [ t l ,  i  ill^), o Iol, u [ul. 

Glottal stop is represented when it occurs ktween unlike vowels, as in h M  [ba.?idl 'take leave' 
and w'a [to-?a] 'old'; it is not represent4 when it occurs between like vowels, as in srgaam 
[si.gn.?om] 3rd person plural, or word-initially, as in ina' [lina?] 'mother'. Absence of glonal stop 
between a high vowel and a foUowing low vowel is indicated by a transitional w {following u or o) 
or y (following i or e), as in bow Ibo.o] ' h g '  and niya' [ni.a?l 'there is'. No transitional 
semi-vowel is written between a low vowel and following high vowel, as in saqmm [so.u.pu.m] 
'for example' and dahg [do-igl ' f~h :  

Geminate consonants occur and are represented as a sequence of two identical segments, e.g., 
teggul [t~g:ol] 'long time'. Lengthened vowels wcur in a Iimited p u p  of roots and are not 
represented in the orthography used hem, e.g ., bang (ba:g J 'call to prayer' and set [*:?I 'like that'. 
The affix ni- has two allomorphs: the prefm m- whch occurs More a stem-initial vowel, I or h, and 
the infm -in- whch occurs following all other stem-iuitial consonants. 
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Personal pronouns are also marked for case and display an ergative pattern: for a 
singular third person, S in (5) and P in (6)  have the same pronoun, iya, while the singular 
third person A in (7) has a different form, nu. 

(5) Pe' iya ni sowang. 
go ABS,3SG DM river 

'He will go to the river.' 

(6) Pinokpok iya e' si Abdul. 
ni-=pkpok 
TR=strike ABS,3SG ERG PM AbduI 

'Abdul wdl strike him.' 

(7) Pinokpok e' na si AWul. 
ni- = pokpok 
TR=strike ERG ERG,3SG PM Abdul 

'He will strike AMul.' 

Table 1 lists all the personal pronouns in Sama Bangingi'. 

Table 1 .  Personal pronouns in Sama Bangingi' 

Absolutive Ergative 

Singular 

Plural 

aku 
kita 

kaa 
iya 

kami 
kitabi 

kaam 
sigaam 

kami 

tabi 
bi 

sigaam 

Oblique 
. - -. . - - - 

maaku 
makita 
niakaa 
maiya 

makami 
makitabi 
makaam 

masigaam 

Note 1. For singular pronouns, 1 + 2 indicates dual number. For plural 
pronouns, 1 indicates first person exclusive and 1 t2 indicats fust 
person inclusive. 

Note 2. The oblique set consist of the absolutive set preceded by the 
oblique marker ma. 



Functions of Demonsbatives 

Ergative pronouns also function as genitive pronouns (8). 

(8) Patekang manga danakan-ku niriyata' bangka sigaam. 
Pa+"- danakan=-ku ni-=diyatal 
MO=step PL sibling=GEN,lSG DM= top boat GEN,3PL 

'My siblings wiU step onto their bat.' 

Absolutive pronouns may function as marked pronouns, occurring in a 
sentence-initial position as fronted NR (9) and as heads of constructions such as cleft 
constructions (1 0). 

(9) Kaam-u, senggahan palantarnan-bi mau ? 
kaam = -u palantaman = -bi 
ABS,2PL= that how situation= GEN,ZPL there 

'As for you, how is your situation there?' 

(10) Aku ya kenollo' ag tarnbal. 
ni- =kollo' ag- = tarnbal 

ABS,lSG DET TR=fetch AP=trear 

'I was the one fetched to treat (the sick pwson).' 

2.2. Verb afimes 

Verb affmes distinguish two aspects and three modes. The two aspects are single 
aspect and distributive aspect. Single aspect indicates actions which are viewed as being 
accomplished once by one agent or group of agents acting together, while disbibutive 
aspect indicates action viewed as being repeated, or carried out reciprocally by more than 
one agent. 

The three modes are simple, bansitive and abilitative. Simple mode is the unaf ixd 
form of the verb. It implies intention on the part of S or A, which must be an overt cliticized 
pronoun, and it tends to be limited to dialogue. The action is not necessarily accomplished. 
Transitive mode likewise implies intention without necessarily accomplishment, but S or A 
may be a NP or a pronoun, which need not be overt. Abilitative mode indicates that the 
action was accomplished or is able to be accomplished but not necessarily intended. Verbal 
affues signaling these aspects and modes are given in Table 2. Aspects and modes for 
which no corresponding affix has yet been identified are indicated by an asterisk I*). 
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Table 2. Verbal affmes in Sama Bangmgi' 

Single aspect Diseibutive aspec t5 

Simple Transitive Abilitative Shnple Transitive Abilitatiw 

AG aN- maka- (mlag- * m a h a g -  
PAT @/-an ni-(-an) ta- pag-(-an1 pinag-(-an) tapag- 

L0CDF.N -an ni --an * * * 
MST PN- pinaN- tapaN- Pag- * 

3. Deictics 

Sama Bangingi' has five types of deictics: demonstrative 1 deictics, demonstrative 2 
deictics, locatives, goals and sources. These deictics distinguish four spatial orientations, as 
shown in Table 3. 

Table 3. Deictics in Sama Bangingi' 
- - - - - -. - -. . - - - 
Spatial orientation Near spder Near hearer Near distant Remote 

Demonstrative 1 itu ilu/-u inaan ele1/-e' 
Demonstrative 2 saitu sau sainaan sae1/se' 

Lncative mintu mau minnaan me' 

Coal paitu P a U  painaan Pe' 
Source mini(n)tu milluun rnininaan melleen 

Demonstrative 1 deictics are the basic set. They function most commonly as modifiers 
in NPs (11) (12). 

(11) Masayyan libru im? 
ma-=sayyan 
OBL=who b k  this 

'Whose is this b k 7 '  

(121 Hay ginuling daing inam ma lamesahan. 
ni. = guling 

CMP TR=saud f ~ h  that OBL table 

'That fish on the table has been sauteed.' 

' The f~l lowjng disbibutive affures are composite forms, consisting of pag- 'distributive' and 
another affix. 

aN- t Pag- 3 m a g -  (shortens to mug- or ug-) 
-in- + Pag- + pinag- 
maka- + Pag- -C 

ta- + Pag- + WW- 
makapag- 
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The near-hearer demonstrative ilu and the remote demonstrative ele' have clitic 
counterparts, -u and -e' respectively, that also m a  NPs (13)(14). 

(13) Paindamin aku laring-u. 
pa-= j n b =  -in laring = -u 
CA=lend=IMP ABS,lSG knife=that 

'Lend me that knife.' 

(14) Pe' aku angollo' manga badju'-e '. 
aN-= kolh' hdjul=-e' 

go ABS,l SG AP= fetch PL garment = those 

'1'11 go fetch those ciothes.' 

The full forms of dernonsbative 1 deictics are phonologically independent words and 
function as predicates in nonverbal clauses. As predicates, demonstrative Z deictics may 
identify an entity in which case they function as demonstratives (15](16), or they may 
locate an entity in which case they hct ian  as locatives (17)(18). The meaning of ilu in (193 
is ambiguous: it may be interpreted as either a demonstrative or a locative.6 

(15) ILZI handa-ku. 
handa = -ku 

this wife=GEN,lSG 

"This is my wife.' 

(16) iai manga danakan kami. 
here PL sibling GEN,IPL 

'These are our siblings.' 

(17) Inr aku mareyom bilik. 
ma-=deyom 

here ABS,lSG OBL=inside room 

'1 am here in the bedroom.' 

(18) Ele' sigaarn ma tianggi. 
there 3PL OBL market 

'They are there at the market.' 

(19) Ilu siyaii-ku ma path-u. 
siyali = -h patta=-u 

that younger.sibling= GEN,lSG OBL picture= that 

That is my younger sibling in that picture.' or 
'There is my younger sibling in that picture.' 

.. - - . - -. -. . . . . - - - 

Swictly-speaking 'demonstrative' is not the conect label for this set since its full forms can function 
as either demonsaatives or Iocatives when they mcur in the predicates of nonverbal clauses. In this 
paper, however, we are concerned ody with the identificational function of this set and so will use 
the lakl 'demonstrative' to refer to ir hereafter. 
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From the four basic foms in the demonstrative 1 set can be derived four other sets of 
deictics: demonstrative 2, locative, goal, and source. These sets are composed of the 
demonstrative 1 fuU forms prefixed by sa-, ma-, p- or min-. 

Demonstrative 2 deictics are a marked, or less common, set of demonstratives and 
may be used in place of demonstrative 1 deictics (21). 

(20) Ayyan itu - elo? 
what this snow 

'What is this - snow?' 

( 2 1 )  Duma'in, umus sw. 
no sand that 

'No, that's sand.' 

Demonstrative 2 deictics ako have a comparative function, comparing some other entity 
or proposition with the one indicated by the demonstrative 2 deictic, as in (22) and (23). 

(22) Duma'in bang anak tabi, bang pag'amahan ta bi 
pag--an= ama 

not CND child GEN,l+ZPL CND NMLZ=scold ERG,1+2PL 

anangis. thaw kitabi ma tangis-na. 
aN-= tangis ni-= taw tangis=-na 
1NT= weep TR=fear ABS,I S2PL 0 B L  weep =GEN,3SG 

'It  should not be that when we scold our children and they cry, that we are afraid of their 
crying.' 

(23) Duma'in se' iya lasa-in. 
ha=-in 

not 1ike.tha t DET love=RF 

'Love is not like that.' 

Locative deictics function as adverbs (24)-(26). 

(24) Ele' sigaam me'. 
there 3PL there 

'There they are there.' 

(25) Ele' sigaam me' ma tianggi. 
there 3PL there OBL market 

mere they are there at the market.' 

126) Ahap palantaman kami mintll ma Taluksangay. 
a-= hap 
DSC=good situation GEN.1PL here OBL Taluksangay 

'Our situation here in Taluksangay is good .' 
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When a location is a goal, goal deictics may occur in place of (271 or in addition to (28) 
the locative phrase. 

127) Pabalik aku PC'- 
pa.= balik 
MO=return ABS,lSG to.there 

(281 Itu patta na pinabowa POu ni ham.  
ni- = pa- = bowa 

here picnue PRT TR=CA=bring to.there DM ABS,2PL 

'Here is a picture sent there to you.' 

Goal deictics may also function as verbs: pitu 'come here', pau 'go' (there to hearer), 
painaan 'go' (over there), and pe' 'go (away)' (29)(30). 

(29) Paitu kaa ! 
come. here ABS,ZSG 

'Come here!' 

(30) Pe' iya ni Manib. 
go ABS,3SG DM Manih 

'He is going to Manih.' 

When a location is a source, source deictics may occur in place of the locative 
phrase (31). 

(31) Palangngan na aku melleen. 
pa-= langngan 
MO=walk PRT ABS,lSG from.rhere 

'I will walk from there.' 

4. Text corpus 

This study is based on rwelve expsitory texts by five Sama Bangingi' speakers, 
containing a total of 494 sentences.7 For the purposes of this study, embedded narrative 
portions comprising 68 sentences were excluded, leaving a total of 426 sentences. These 426 

sentences contain 165 occurrences of demonstrative 1 deictics. Among these, 26% have a 
situational function (43 out of 1651, and 74% have a discourse function (122 out of 165L8 

. . . -. . A . . , 

' See Appendix 1 for a list of texts and the speakers who contributed them. 
See Appendix 2 for details of the distribution of each demonstrative 1 decitic in the corpus of Sama 
Bangingi' expository texts. 
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5. Situational function of demonstratives in expository discourse 

Demonstrative 1 deictics (henceforth 'demonstratives') may perform a situational 
function in expository discourse, locating an entity either spatially or temporally. The 
entity is treated as being accessible to the hearer. 

5.1. Spatial location 

Both participants and Iocations are located spatially by demonstratives, primady iru 
'this' (near speaker) or -e' 'that' (remote), on first mention. When itu 'this' modifies a 
participant, it indicates that the participant is present at the scene of the uttaance (32). 

0 2 )  In kami ieu, heka' kampung kami. 
NM IPL this many relative GEN,lPL 

'As for us, we have many datives.' 

When im 'thisy modifies a location, it indicates that the speaker considers himself to be 
at that location (33). 

(33) Mpat pidju Pilipinas h taabut e' sigaarn. 
ta-=abut 

four corner Phi l ipph  thls ABL.TR=reath ERG 3PL 

'They reached every part of the Philippines.' 

The use of -e' 'chat', on the other hand, indicates that the pakipant or location 
referred to is perceived by the speaker to be remote from the scene of the utterance (34). 

(34) Na iya tong iya buwattitu kasukan-e', 
ka--an=&=e' 

DP DET end DET now COL=Tausug= that 

ataha' iya punsu-M-e'. 
a-=tahal punsu=-na=4 
DSC = long DET mound= GENJSG = that 

'Now at the pint, where those T a m  are now, the top of io rise was long.' 

5.2. Temporal location 

Each demonstrative may also identify a metaphorical location in time that is 
consistent with the literal location that it identifies in space. Specifically, itu 'this' (near 
speaker) indicates present time (351, while -ef 'that' (remote) indicates remote time 
(usually past) (363. 

(353 Insa' bay kenoh'au e' sigaarn agama sigaarn, agama 
ni- =hUo' =-an 

not W TR=removt=?? ERG 3PL religion GEN,3PL reiig~on 



Islam, agama =band, sampay ma allaw itu. 
Islam religion true up.to OBL day this 

They did not take away their reboa, the Islamic religion, the m e  religion, even until 
today.' 

(36) Na si mbo' Imam Undiks', iya ele' nakura' ma tana' 
Undik = -e' 

DP PM grandparent imam Undik=that Dm there leader OBL iand 

Bangingi' masa-e'. 
m a = * '  

Bangingi' time = that 

'Now Grandfather Undilc the priest, he was a leader in the Iand of the early Bangingi'.' 

On the other hand, inaan 'that' ( near distant) indicates near past time (37), while -u 
'that' (near hearer) indicates near future time (38). 

(37) Isnin palabay inam katakka-ku. 
pa-=labay ka- =t& = -ku 

Monday MO=pass that NMLZ=arrive=GEN,lSC 

'My arrival was on Monday past' 

(38) isnin-u pe' aku ni Sarnbuwangan. 
Isnin= -u 
Monday=that go AB5,lSG DM Zamboanga 

'I will go to Zamboanga on Monday.' 

Among ten temporal usages in the corpus, there are eight occurrences of -e' 'that' 
(remote time), one each of iru 'this' (present time) and -u 'that' (near future), and no 
occurrences of inaan 'that' (near future). 

5.3. Significance of marking with a demonstrative on first mention 

Although participants whose identity is accessible to the hearer may be marked with a 
demonstrative on first mention, many such referents are not marked this way. Specifically, 
out of 40 first mentions of accessible participants, props, or locations, 27 did not occur with 
a demonstrative. 

Nor is the marking of referents with a demonstrative on first mention reserved for 
major participants, props, or locations. On the conbary, out of 13 referents marked this 
way, 10 are not mentioned again. The three remaining referents do, however, turn out to 
be prominent in the texts in which they occur, in that each is central to the development of 
a lower-level theme through two successive paragraphs. In all t h e e  cases, prominence is 
indicated by their occurrence in a sentence-initial NP, but in two of the three cases, the 
prominent role of the referent takes place some time after its first mention. In only one 
case, namely Imam Undik in (36) above, does a demonstrative mark on first mention a 
major referent that immediately has a prominent role in the discourse. 

At this point one may wonder how major participants are introduced in Sama 
Bangingj' discourse. Participants are commonly introduced in three ways: presentation in 
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an existential clause (39,  mention in an appositional NP preceded by iya na 'that is' (40), 
and mention in a sentence-initial NP (413. 

(39) Existential clause 
Bang isab Ianiya' aa benowa'bowaan e' na 

a-=niyat ni+=dup=bowa'=-an 
CND a h  DSC=there.is person TR=?f=mouth=?? ERG ERG,3SG 

anak aa budjang, atawa handa aa ma insa' bannal,] 
child person maiden or wife pmon OBL not Pue 

subay sina' maka teno'an ma rnairan. 
d- = sa' ni-=to' =.-an 

must TR=fme and TR=teach=?? OBL public 

'Also if &ere is a gerson who is slandering someone's unmarried daughter, or someone's 
wife, he must be fmed and rebuked in public.' 

(401 Appositional NP 
Na ma Suk-e' manga karnpung h i  asekot ni kami, [iya na 

Suk = -e' a-=sekot 
DP OBL Jolo=that PL relative GEN,lPL DSC=near DM IPL DET PRT 

manga Tulawi.1 
PL Tulawi 

'Now in Jolo are our close relatives, the Tulawis.' 

(41) Sentence-initial NP 
[Manga Ubian na] me' ma tong-tong-e'. 

dup= tong=+' 
PL Ubian DP there OBI. ??=point=chat 

'The Ubian people now were here at the pint' 

Among participants so introduced, major participants may be identified by their 
persistence in the text. They are tracked with pronouns or a zero anaphor if there is no 
interruption in the discourse, and by a full NP if the presence of another participant could 
cause ambiguity. In some cases, demonstratives are used to uack participants. This usage 
will be examined in the next section, along with the other discourse functions of 
demonstratives. 

6. Discourse function of demonstratives in expository discourse 

Demonstratives perform four discourse functions: discourse deixis, trackmg , 
'particularizing' a hypothetical participant, and selecting local information. 
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6.1. Discourse deixis 

A demonstrative has a discourse deixis fundan when it points to an adjacent 
discourse segment (Hirnmelmann 1996:224). If the demonstrative points forward, it has a 
presentation function; if it points backward, it has a summarizing function. 

6.1.1, Presentation 

A demonstrative has a presentation function when it occurs in a sentence in which the 
speaker states his theme; i.e., what he is going to talk about. There are seven occurrences of 
such forward-pointing uses of demonstratives, all of them itu 'this' (near-speaker) occurring 
as the predicate of a nonverbal clause. Of these seven, four introduce a theme in the initial 
sentence of the text and three reintroduce the theme later in the text. In fact, iru 'this' is the 
only demonstrative which can point forward to subsequent information, as in (42) and (43). 

(42) Im paggallal Imam, Hatib maka Bilal. 
pag-= gallal 

this NMLZ= position imam leader and assistant.immn 

'This is (about) the positions of Imam, Harib and Bilal.' 

(43) Na ya buwattitu ya ia! adji'an kami itu pasal manga 
adji'=-an 

DP DET now DET this study=NMLZ GEN,lPL this about PL 

addat kaulpiil manga aa, ahap maka alaat. 
a-= hap a-=laat 

custom w0rds.and.a~ tions PL person DSC = good and DSC= bad 

'Now this is our lesson about the customs of people, g d  and bad.' 

A dernonshative has a summarizing function when it occurs in a sentence which 
briefly restates what has been said. In six instances, itu 'this' (near speaker) summarizes 
preceding material, referring either to  the theme or to what has been said about it, as in 
(443 and (45). 

(441 Na bang in! sali' na bay bissara-ku, 
bissara =-ku 

DP CND this like PRT CMP taIk=ERG,lSG 

1eIla maka renda maglaki bini ag tabang-tabang. 
ag-=dup= tabang 

man and woman couple 1NT.D =?? =help 

'Now if these (roles of men and women) are like what I have said, men and women as 
coupIes help one another.' 
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(45) Na itu, jya ra ihr kata'uhan ku. 
ka--an=ta'u 

DP this DET PELT this ??--??=how ERG,lSG 

'Now this, this is what I how. '  

In one other instance, in! 'this' makes a summarizing statement about a highly 
prominent group of participants which develops the theme (461. 

(46) Itu puro 3angingi', puro Jhgingi', sigaam tullungan 
tdlu = -4an 

this pure Bangingi' pure Bangingi' 3PL three=PM 

agdanakan i tu. 
ag-= danakan itu 
INT.D=si bling this 

'These were pure Bangingi', pure Bangingi', those the who were brothers.' 

6.2. Tracking 

The second discourse function of demonstratives is that of tracking previously- 
mentioned themes or participants. A demonstrative may be used with subsequent mentions 
of a theme or participant when the speaker considers it necessary to not@ his hearers that 
the theme or participant has been previously mentioned. This occurs when a theme or 
participant is reintroduced following some disjunction in the discourse, such as an example 
given to support the theme. 

6.2.1. Trrrckurg themes 

The demonstrative itu 'this' (near speaker) may occur as a modifier, usualiy in a 
sentence-initial NP, marking the restatement of a theme. Once a theme is restated in this 
way, im 'this' will be the demonstrative (if any) subsequently used for tracking that theme. 
Of the five speakers represented in the corpus, only t h e  make use of this function, and 
they vary in how they do it. 

For example, in two texts by the same speaker, the speaker illustrates the theme of 
each text with numerous examples, then towards the end, restates the theme in order to 
make a closing comment about it. Sentence 147) is the closing comment of the text in which 
the theme is the positions of retigious officials; 148) is the closing comment of the text in 
which the theme is judgments in cases of a woman being molested. 

147) la rullu g a b  iar say-say na tagdld sail' da 
gahl=-an ta - = gallal 

NM three positian=NMLZ this whoever PRT ABL.TR=position same PRT 

in manga manusiya' bay binaan in sigaarn bay ginallal 
ni- = ba'= -an ni -=gaU 

NM PL people CMP TR=tell=?? NM 3PL CMP TR=psition 
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ilu iya pamemeyaan sin manga aa. 
that DET leader GEN PL person 

'(To haw) these three positions, regardless of who has been invested with the pit ion,  is 
the same as telling the people that thw invested with these positions are leaders of the 
people.' 

(48) In h h a n  itu ma manga budjang, hap insa' 
hukum = -an 

NM judge=NMLZ this OBL PL maiden good not 

'Regarding these judgments abut  young unmarrid girls, it is good if she is not talked 
a b u t  because of her questionable activitia.' 

In another text, the second speaker presents the theme, the Bangingi' people, at the 
beginning. Then later in the text, the speaker feels that it is necessary to restate the theme 
in two successive sentences (49)(50). 

(49)  Na iru pasal sin Bangingi'. 
DP this about PRT Bangingi' 

'Now this is abut the Bangingi'.' 

(50) In Bangingi' itu Sama. 
NM Bangingi' this Sama 

'These Bangingi' are Sama.' 

In two more texts, the third speaker reidentifies a major participant (51) or prop 152) 
that is central to the development of the theme. In each text, the reidentification occurs just 
after the initial presentation af the theme. Sentence (51) is taken from a text in which the 
theme is the habits of good and bad people; (52) is taken from a text in which the theme is 
certain techniques employed by trahtional healers. 

(51) Aa ahap itu, kata'uhan ta ahap iya 
a- = hap ka--an = ta'u a-=hap 

person DSC=gwd this ??--??=know ERG,1+2SG DSC=gwd ABS,3SG 

pasal ingga'i atuwas kok-na. 
a-= tuwas kok= -na 

because not DSC= hard head= GEN,BSG 

'This good person, we know that he is good bxause he is not hard-headed.' 

(52) Na tawal itu, hati-na ya duwaa binassa e' aa 
hati=-na n i- = bassa 

DP charm this meaning=GENY3SG DET prayer TR=read ERG person 



pananambale' ma aa kapiddi'an kok-e'. 
pananambal=+' ka--an=piddi' kok= -e' 
healer-that OBL person ??--??=pain head= that 

'Now thee charms, the meaning is that they are the prayers that the healer reads to the 
person with rhe headache.' 

6.2.2. 7tackingpmticipants and locations 

When a demonstrative is used to track a participant or location, the choice of 
demonstrative appears to be mainly 1 imited to -u 'that' (near hearer) and e' 'that' (remote) 
(21 and 26 occurrences re~~ectively).~ In addition to the function of reintroduction, which 
applies to major participants and props as well as to themes, a demonstrative often marks a 
participant either when it is subsequently referred to by a pronoun, in which case the 
pronoun maintains its identity, or when it is referred to by a different noun, in which case 
the noun in a sense reidentifies the participant. 

All three of these functions are illustrated in (53)-(551, which occur as three 
successive sentences in the same text. Sentence (53) is an example of reintroduction of a 
previously-mentioned referent. Here the participants, sigum silna' 'Mother's people', have 
not been mentioned since they were first introduced 51 sentences earlier, so the clitic -u 
'that' serves to remind the hearers of their previous occurrence. Sentences (54) and (551 are 
examples of cracking previously-mentioned referents when they occur as pronouns. Here 
again -u 'that' in iya-u 'that one' (54) and sigam-u 'those ones' (55) signals that the referent 
has been previously mentioned, while the pronoun prompts the hearers to look for its 
referent in the immediately preceding context. The singular pronoun iya can only refer to 
tongorun 'location', while the plural pronoun warn refers to k d a k i  'cousins'. Sentence 
(55) is an example of reidentification. Here the noun kaukaki 'cousins' is also marked with 
-u, sign* that it refers back ta those of Mother's people who were siblings. 

153) So' bang iya tongoran iya sigaam si Ina'-u, 
tongod= -an w= -U 

but CND DET location=?? DET 3PL PM mother=that 

'But if (we consider) the area where Mother's people were, they were siblings.' 

(54) Na iya-y aheka'. 
iya=-u a- = heka' 

DP ABS,JSG=that DSC=many 

'Now h a t  (place), there were many (sources of incomc3.' 

. 

* The free form of these demonstratives, namely Jlr and e l 4  appear to be reserved for a separate 
function, which wiU be examined in Section 7.  
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(55)  Kaukaki -u, sal i '  taga parasahan parasahan sigaam-u. 
dup=kaki=-u sigaam = -u 
?? =cousin = that like has conditions conditions 3PL= that 

'Those cousins, it is like they (enjoyed) some comfort.' 

It is not always clear why sometimes -u 'that' (near hearer) is chosen for tracking and 
sometimes -e' 'that' (remote). Perhaps it simply carries over from the degree of distance 
which the demonstratives indicate in situational usages. In (55) above, it may be that the 
speaker perceives her cousins as being somehow less remote than those referents for which 
she employs -e' 'that'. In any case, once a participant has been either identified or located 
with a particular demonstrative, it will tend to be subsequently tracked with the same 
demonsbative. 

6.2.3. Use of the near-distant demonstrative inaan 

At this point, a comment should be made concerning iman 'that' (near distant). This 
demonstrative is used less often as a tracking device than -u 'that' (near hearer) or -e"thatl 
(remote). The corpus contains only four instances in whjch inaan 'that' appears to have a 
tracking function, too few to enable any conclusjons to be drawn. One of the four refers to a 
norninalized verb, a rare usage in itself (56). 

156) Sali' iyuk, kami, pamangrnangan, takakan-kakan dakuman inaan. 
paN-=dup=mangm ta-=dup= kakan 

like say 1PL NMLZ=??=eac ABL.TR=??=eat just that 

'It's like, we say, eating a little, that's just snacking.' 

The other three occurrences of inaan 'that' {near distant) are found in two successive 
sentences in a text. Here, inaan 'that' marks two participants who are subsequently marked 
with -u 'that' (near hearer), an exception to the usual pattern of using the same 
demonstrative to track a participant. The two sentences are extremely disjointed as the 
speaker breaks off from what the prospective bridegroom's father is about to say to give the 
two protagonists' names (57)(58). 

(57) Iya hilling - mma' IeUa inaan, iyuk ta si Abdul; 
DET saying father man that said ERC,1+2SG PM Abdul 

ya mrna' denda inaan, iyuk ta si Mohamnlad. 
DET father woman rhar said ERG,1+2SG PM Mohammad 

'What (he) says - that man's father, Iet's call him Abdul; that woman's father, let's call 
him Mohammad.' 

(58) Jyuk m a '  leHa haan nionan s i  AWul - pe' ni si 
ni- =on=-a 

said father man that TR=name=??PM Abdul go DM PM 

Moharnmad. 
Moharnrnad 

'The man's father called AWul says - he goes to Mohammad.' 
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After the pauses in these sentences to name the characters, what Abdul has to say to 
Mohammad finally gets reported in the next sentence. It  seems unlikely that the halting 
nature of the speech at this point is connected with the choice of haan 'that' (near distant), 
but what might be signifjcant is the abrupt switching between participants. In fact, the 
sentence preceding these two ends with a mention of the girl's father, so there are actually 
three very sudden switches of participant reference from her father to the boy's father to 
her father to his father again. 

7. Particularizing a hypothetical participant 

OccasionaIly one o r  more hypothetical participants are presented as a particular case 
and marked with iIu 'that' (near hearer). For example, in a text about how leaders are 
chosen, an example is given of a leader who has a wife and son whose behaviour may 
reflect badly on him. The particular leader is mentioned for the first time as the possessor in 
a genitive NP and is marked with iIu (60). (Sentence (59) which precedes (60) in the text is 
given to provide the context.) 

(591 In paggallal atawa in paghinang pagbebeyaan mintu ma 
pa&= gallal pag- = hinmg 

NM NMLZ-position or NM NMU=make Ieader here OBL 

kami kenollo' min kabayaan sin kahemon manusiya', iya 
ni-= kollo' 

1PL TR=take SM desire GEN all pecpie DET 

aglahat ma lahat ilu. 
ag-=lahat 
INT.D= place OBL place that 

'The making or empowering of a leader here among us is taken from the consent of all the 
people,the ones residing in that place.' 

(60) Mintu ma kamj, bang in handa sin pagkbeyaan iIu ngga'i 
here OBL 1PL CND NM wife CEN leader that not 

agrnaltahat, ngga'i isab pinagmamaitahtan. 
ag-=maltabat pinag--an=dup=dtabat 
AP.D=respct not also TR.D-??=respect 

'Here among us, i f  the wife of that leader d m  not show respect, she is also not shown 
respect.' 

After being marked with ilu 'that' in this way, a particularized participant continues to 
be tracked with ilu whenever it appears as a full NP until the speaker switches to a 
different theme. 

It is possible for more than one participant in a text to be particularized in this way, 
though not simultaneously. In another illustration in the same text about leaders, a second 
participant in the illustration, a fomer leader in the community, is selected immediately 
upon the exit of the first, who is his grandson. The leader and his grandson are of the 
same scenario, and the leader is tracked with elergthat' (remote). This is the only occurrence 
of ele' as a tracking device in the corpus. The two sentences describing these events are 
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successive, and both the grandchild and the grandfather have already been ineoduced. 
One assumes that the leader is marked with ele' 'that' in (62) in order to distinguish him 
horn his grandson, who is marked with ih 'that' (near hearer) in (61). The choice of ele' 
'that', the more distant deictic, would seem to be an appropriate choice for tracking the 
older participant, who is also deceased. 

(611 Sumaguwa' bang isab in anak atawa mpu du saIi' da 
however CND also NM child or grandchild that like PRT 

hap mma'-na, atawa m W -  na.... 
mmal= -na m W =  -na 

good father = GEN,BSG or grandparent= GEN,3SG 

'However if that child or grandchild resembles the goodness of his father or his 
grandfather ... .' 

162) Manjari bang saupama insa' niya' tapene' anak 
fa-=penet 

so.then CND for.example not there. is ABL.TR= choose child 

atllwa mpu sin bay pagbebeyaan el e'.... 
or grandchild GEN CMP kader that 

'So then i f  for example there is  no eligible child or grandchild of that former leader ....' 

8. Selection of local information 

A fourth discourse function of demonstratives is that of selecting information of local, 
or only minor, importance for comment. Only one speaker out of the five employs this 
function, and does so on only four mcasions. For example in (63), the speaker mentions the 
word Iingqs 'linguistics' and then the next sentence (641, he selects it by repeating it in a 
sentence-initial NP marked with itu 'this' in order to define it. 

(63) Sigaam itu, assigned sigaam ma linggis. 
3PL this assigned 3PL OBL linguistics 

'These (ones), they have been assigned to linguistics.' 

(64) Linggis inr pasal bahasa. 
linguistics this about language 

'This linguistics is about language.' 

Three of the entities selected in this way promptly disappear a f  er being commented 
upon, but one is more persistent, namely Zamboanga City, the place where the speaker is 
located at the time he was giving the speech. Sentences (65)-(68) are those in which 
Zamboanga is mentioned. Sentence (651 contains the first mention of Zamboanga in the 
sequence. In (66), Zamboanga is mentioned in a sentence-initial NP and marked with itu 
'this'. In (67) and (68), each subsequent mention is also marked by im 'Ehis'. This suggests 
that the selection function is probably accomplished in the second mention of Zamboanga, 
and that in each subsequent occmence, iru 'thls' has a tracking function. However, since 



Zarnboanga is an actual site, it is also possible that iru has a situational function in these 
subsequent occurrences. 

(65) Sigaam iya raja iya bang mintu ma Sambuwangan. 
3PL DET king DET CND here OBI, Zarnboanga 

They are the Raja (that is, welI-knom) here in Zamboanga.' 

(66 1 Sarnbuwangan itu duma'in paglaha tan, duma'in. 
pag--an = laha t 

Zarnboanga this not LOC.D=place no 

'This Zarnboanga was nor a place where (Muslims) lived, no.' 

(67) [ma' niya' lagi' Sambuwangan itu. 
not there.is yet Zamboanga this 

'There was not yet any Zarnboanga (i.e., Muslims).' 

(68) lya lahat amehe mintu ma Sarnbuwangan iCu iya na Tabtabon. 
a- = mehe 

DET place DSC=big here OBI, Zamboanga this DET PRT Tabtabon 

'The largest [Muslim) community in Zamboanga here was Tabtabon.' 

9. Summary 

Sama Bangingi' has four demonstratives that perform a range of functions in 
expository discourse. These demonseatives are: ih 'this' (near speaker), ilu/-u 'that' (near 
hearer), inaan 'that' (near distant) and ekY-e"that' (remote). In Sama Bangingi' expository 
discourse, these dernonstmtives perform two general functions: situational and discourse. 
The situational function involves locating entities in space or time. The discourse function 
involves presenting and summarizing themes; tracking themes and major participants, 
props, and locations; particularizing hypothetical participants; and selecting local 
information. 

The situational function most typically employs either itu 'chis' (near speaker) or s' 
'that' (remote). Itu 'this' locates participants or locations as spatially near, while -e' 'that' 
locates participants or locations as spatially remote, or participants as temporally remote. 

The discourse functions, on the other hand, employ a greater variety of 
demonstratives. Itu 'this' presents and summarizes themes, restates and subsequently rracks 
global themes and selects local information. The clitics -u 'that' (near hearer) and -e' 'that' 
(remote) track participants, unlas they have been marked previously with ihl 'this' (near 
speaker) or ilu 'that' (near hearer) for another reason, in which case the participants will 
continue to be tracked by itu or ilu. Finally, ilu 'that' (near hearer] particdarizes a 
hypothetical participant used for the purpose of ilIuskating a theme. 
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Appendix 1 

Of the twelve texts used for this study, six were written by the same speaker, Mr. 
Sulaiman Barhama, and are listed below. 

Title 

1. The appointment of a leader 

2. Divorce 

3. Appropriate judgments when a woman is molested 

4. Appropriate judgments when a girl obliges a man to marry her 

5. The resolution of conflicts 

6. The investment of religious offidals 

Six additional texts were delivered as oral texts by four other speakers and then 
transcribed. The texts and their speakers are: 

Title Speaker 

1. The origins, ethos and current situation of the Mr. Abubakar BalIaho 
Bangingi' people 

2. The means of livelihood on Panjgayan Miss Fatima Barhama 

3. Arranging a marriage h a m  Abdurahim Muluk 

4. Roles of men and women in Banging? society Miss Attica Timbang 

5. Habits of good and bad people Miss Attica Tirnbang 

6. Some methods used by aaditiand healers Miss Attica Timbang 
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Appendix 2 

Table 4 gives the distribution of demonstrative 1 deictics in Sama Bangingi' expository 
texts by function-situational and discourse, and by type of expository text-those 
concerned with real referents, i.e., participants, props, and locations, and those concerned 
with hypothetical referents. Numbers in the first and third columns are for demonstratives 
found in 197 sentences in two texts discussing mainly real referents; those in the second 
and fourth c~lumns are for demonstratives found in 229 sentences in ten texts discussing 
mainly hypothetical referents. 

Table 4. Distribution of demonstrative 1 deictics in Sarna Bangingi' expository texts 
- -- - - -- - - 

Situational function Discourse function 
.-A - - Total 

Real referents Hypothetical Real referents Hypothetical 
referents referents 

- -- 

itu 16 2 29 12 59 

ilu 2 0 3 22 27 

inaan 0 0 1 3 4 

ele' 0 0 1 4 5 

-e' 19 1 13 13 46 . - 

Total 39 4 62 165 
- 

60 
.- ,- 
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Abbreviations 

ABL 
ABS 
AG 
AP 
BEN 
CA 
CMP 
CND 
COL 
D 
DET 
DM 
DP 
I3SC 
dup 
ERG 
GEN 
IMP 
INST 

more agen tive required argument 
of a transitive clause 
abilitative/non-volitional 
absolutive 
agent 
antipassive 
beneficiary 
causative 
completive 
conditional 
collective 
distributive 
determiner 
direction marker 
discourse particle 
descriptive 
reduplicated segment 
ergative 
genitive 
imperative 
i n s m e n t  

INT 
LOC 
MO 
NM 
NMLZ 
ORL 
P 

PAT 
PL 
PM 
PRT 
RF 
S 

ineansi~ve 
location, locative 
motion 
nominal marker 
nominalj zer 
oblique 
less agentive required argument 
of a transitive clause 
patient 
plural 
person marker 
particle 
reference 
single required argument of 
an intransitive clause 
singular 
source marker 
transitive 
first person plural exclusive 
first person plural inclusive 
function not yet determined 
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